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Abstract—Now-a-days due to increase in the users of internet the balancing of traffic in the network becomes most serious issue. Also the
internet security is also the important factor in terms of internet worms, spam, phishing attacks and botnet too. Botnet is an internet connected
program communicates with other similar program to perform malicious activities and to spread a Distributed Denial of service on the victim
computer and also in network. And make that machine or network resource unavailable to its users. The botmaster which hides itself behind a
server called Command & control(C & C) Server, and give commands to C & C to attack on the victim hosts and spread bot in the network. In
this paper, we design a cloud computing- Based Collaborative Network Security Management System Using Botnet which balances the load in
the network and check for each and every file transferring in the cloud for the bot. If the file contains the bot then the folder in which that file is
saved, will be deleted from that client. In this way, we design a system to protect the cloud from botnet and prevent the cloud from botnet attack.
Keywords- Cloud Computing, Bot, Botnet Detection, Bootmaster, Command & Control server, Network Load-Balancing.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Internet is a very important factor for information
infrastructure. However, Internet security is big challenge
because of many security threats. The main e-crime attacks are
spam, phishing attacks, and Internet worms. Botnet[1,2] is a
collection of internet-connected computers whose security
defences have been breached. Also botnet are the group of
compromised computers controlled by one or group of
attacker known as "Botmaster"[3]. The most of botmasters
usually don’t use their PC to control botnet, instead they use
public server to transfer command and control to every bot.
This server is called command and control server (C&C)[4].
After the Bot code has been installed into the compromised
computers, the computer becomes a Bot or Zombie. The major
attacks under botnet are, DDos Scanning [5],
Phishing, Click fraud, spamming. The main difference
between Botnet and other kind of malwares is the existence of
Command-and-Control (C&C) infrastructure.
The main aim of the C&C server is to find out the
vulnerable computer or machine in the network and directly
attack on those vulnerable computers to install bot on those
vulnerable computers in the network. In this way the C&C
server spread the bots in the network.
Cloud Computing based Collaborative Network Security
Management system(CNSMSUB) [6] allows us to check each
and every file in the cloud for the detection of bot[7,8] in
cloud. If that file contains the bot program then the folder
containing the bot file will restrict the other files from that
folder to be transferred in the cloud and make that folder
unavailable to the network users. Means the Distributed Denial
of Service attack (DDoS)[5] will occur over there because of
botnet.
After detection of bot in the cloud to suppress [9] that bot
from the cloud the folder containing the bot will be deleted by
this security system from that client machine. Also this system
balances the load in the network so that only one client should
not be loaded by the network traffic [10]. The concept of
network load-balancing [11,12,13] is applied to balance the
network traffic.

In this paper, section 1 gives introduction to botnet and the
main aim of the C&C server and botmaster. Section 2 gives
the various attacks cause by the botnet[14]. Section 3
introduces the Cloud Computing[15,16]-Based Collaborative
Network Security Management system(CNSMSUB) Using
Botnet. Section 4 introduces the cloud based analysis of the
Network Security Management system. Section 5 gives the
experimental results. In section 6 Conclusion is given.

Figure 1.Connection of Botmaster, C&C Server and Botnet
II. VARIOUS ATTACKS BY BOTNET
There are various kinds of botnet attacks[14] such as:
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1. Attack: Email social engineering attacks, promote
user to open an attachment and follow an unsolicited link.
When link or file exploits system becomes directly infected
with malware. These attacks are commonly combined with
phishing attacks that attempt to coerce the user into providing
sensitive information.
2. Web Client Attack: This is the technique to spread
malware through Web. The victim is lured to malicious web
sites, often hosted on other systems under the attacker’s
control, where multiple exploits may be tried in an attempt to
compromise vulnerabilities in the victim’s browser or system.
If successful, the malware is installed without the user’s
knowledge.
3. Instant messaging attacks: IM contacts are sent
unsolicited instant messages from the compromised user’s IM
account. These messages look legitimate but in reality take the
user to malicious web sites or begin the download and
installation of malicious files.
4. Distributed denial of service attacks[5]: Current bot
variants commonly include the ability to participate in
distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks against internet
targets for revenge or profit. The basic idea behind a DDoS is
to exhaust some resource required to provide a service,
slowing or stopping the ability to process legitimate requests.
Flooding attack is common approach to DDOS attack. ICMP
and UDP flooding attacks target the bandwidth used to provide
service. They spread this message by sending large volume of
data that consume all bandwidth of connection. SYN flooding
targets the TCP protocol stack. Because the client executing
the DDoS attack never sends the final ACK packet required to
complete the “TCP 3-way Handshake, the memory used to
hold the connection half open is consumed until a timer
expires and it is eventually freed.
5. Click Fraud: Click fraud happens when visits are
made to an online advertisement or other resource charged to
the sponsor on a per-click basis, by illegitimate means. Bots
are commonly used to execute click fraud because they can
easily be directed to send web requests that represent “clicks”
on the internet ads of certain affiliates. These additional
“clicks” boost their affiliate revenues paid by the advertisers.
6. Key-logging: Software key loggers capture keyboard
events and record the keystroke data before it is sent to the
intended application for processing. Data is capture by the
spyware prior to encryption. Major targets like, credit card
information, authentication credential, email info.
III.

CLOUD COMPUTING BASED COLLABORATIVE NETWORK
SECURITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Figure 2. CNSMSUB architecture
CNSMSUB is a cloud based system which balances the
traffic in the network by Load-Balancing[11,12,13]. In this
system there are one server which may be calles as a C&C[4]
server which is used to transfer the data in the network and
two client machines Client1 and Client2. This C&C server
also act as a Botmaster[3] hides itself behind the server and
sends commands to the server to find the vulnerable systems
or computers in the network. And to attack on the vulnerable
client in the cloud and spread the spread DDoS attack on the
infected client. The infected client will not be able to send or
receive the data through and from the network.
To access this server new user has to register on the server.
And the registered user have to login on the server every time
to access the server.

Figure 3. New User Registration

A. System Design and Implementation
CNSMSUB[6] means Collaborative Network Security
Management System is developed for the prevention of
network as well as cloud from botnet attack. The term
collaborative refers to the system that is used to provide
security to the data transferring from one network to another
as well as from one cloud to another. During the systems
operation, the collaborative mechanism runs as expected to
balance the load in the network, and to check the file
transferring in the network as instructed by the security center
or the server machine. Figure 2 illustrates the whole procedure
of network.
Figure 4. Registered User Login
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1. Load Balancing in the Network
The concept of load-balancing is used in CNSMSUB to
balances the traffic in the network so that only on client should
not be flooded with the network traffic. In load balancing
concept we have connected to client to the server machine and
created two folders en1 and en2 on two clients respectively.
The size of both folder is 1MB. When the file is transferred
from the server machine
After login user can transfer file through network. If the
user transfer the file less that 1MB the file will save on the en1
folder of client1. But if the file size is more than 1MB then
upto 1MB size the file will save on the en1 folder if the client1
and remaining file will save on the en2 folder of the client2.
This is shown in figure below.

Figure 8. Files in en2 folder of client2
In this way we can balance the traffic in the network.
When we transfer the file in the network or in the cloud via
serve, the start time, stop time and the time taken by the file to
transfer from the server is calculated by the CNSMSUB
system. We have analyze the data of four files transferring
from the server and the data of file size versus time taken is as
follows:
TABLE I. ANALYSIS OF FILE TRANFER THROUGH SERVER

fsize(bits)
3174
402
6287
172
Figure 5. Balancing of file having size less than 1MB

time taken(Sec)
6.708
0.125
11.718
0.125

The graph of the above table can be plotted as:

Figure 9. Graph of file size Vs Time taken

Figure 6. Balancing of file having size more than 1MB

From the above graph it is clear that the the file having
more size take more time to transfer in the network and viceversa.
IV.

EXPRIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Cheking of Files transferring in Network
The administrator of this CNSMSUB system keep the data of
all the files transferred in the network through server in its
database and that files can be check for bot. this is shown in
figure below:

Figure 7. Files in en1 folder of client1
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Figure 10. Database of All the files transferred in the network
B. Detection of Bot in cloud
After processing the file we can check whether that file
contain bot or not. This is shown in figure 11.

Figure 11. Detection of Bot
If processed file contains bot then the folder either en1
from client1 or en2 from client2 will not be able to transfer or
receive the data through and from the network. Because
whenever a botnet attacks on the particular system it spreads a
Distributed Denial of Service(DD0S)[5] attack on the victim
machine or host. And that machine or host cannot send receive
the data through and from the network. DDos attack makes all
the resources from the victim machine unavailable for its
intended users.
And the CNSMSUB system will delete the folder
containing bot from its client.
V. CONCLUSION
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botnet attack.
The results show that the proposed scheme is practical and
can be generalized for the analysis of other network attacks in
the future
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